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About This Game

BLACKFAUN is a fast paced roguelike with RPG elements, it is built on the principles of skill-based, challenging combat and
replayability.

Players will join a faun tasked with a mysterious quest given to her by her parents. To prove her worth as heiress to the crown,
she must battle her way through unforgiving, randomly-generated dungeons on her journey of self-discovery. Along the way,
you will uncover an incredible variety of powerful items with over 100 mechanics and thousands of additional stat variations.

You’ll fight against cunning and relentless enemies that employ advanced tactics and abilities to exploit your weaknesses.

Featuring a different experience on each play-through, Blackfaun aims to deliver a unique experience built on a solid foundation
of fun, intense combat. Drawing inspiration from some of our favorite games, Blackfaun will bring dungeons to life with vibrant

colors, clean character designs, and a rich original soundtrack for a fully immersive experience.
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FORTY UNIQUE ENEMIES AND BOSSES

Battle your way through cunning and relentless enemies that employ advanced tactics and abilities to exploit your weaknesses.

PROCEDURALLY GENERATED DUNGEONS

Explore unforgiving, procedurally-generated dungeons as you help Eri on her journey of self-discovery. Enjoy endless hours of
Blackfaun fun as you experience new layouts on each playthrough.

A LARGE VARIETY OF DIFFERENT ITEMS

Along the way, you will uncover an incredible variety of powerful items with over 100 mechanics and thousands of additional stat
variations.

ORIGINAL STORY AND SOUNDTRACK

Unfold the relationship between Eri and her estranged brother, Pan, as each character shares their perspective of events. Their
mysterious journey is accompanied by a rich and original soundtrack.
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VANQUISH your foes as you brave your way through harsh environments, each with its own set of baddies that try to hinder
Eri in her quest for truth.

This isn’t your standard ARPG. You’ll be on the move dodging projectiles and melee attacks, pushing enemies out of your path,
turning ethereal, and making use of a huge variety of spell effects to stay alive against all kinds of creatures.
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DISCOVER tons of items that boost your ability to dispatch your foes! Blackfaun aims to deliver a replayable experience that
relies on play skill rather than time-played. As Eri, you will be collecting gear -- hidden throughout the environments and

guarded by fearsome boss monsters.
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In the process, balance your inventory by choosing between powerful stats and special abilities granted by different items. Be on
the lookout for consumables left behind by fallen enemies to help replenish your resources.

NAVIGATE a carefully crafted world -- goblin forests, haunted temples, dank sewers, and decadent palaces. Blackfaun places
emphasis on each individual playthrough as its own experience rather than a grind to the top of the level meter.
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EXPERIENCE the plot as it unfolds. Eri, along with her birth-rune, Lex, seek to uncover the meaning of the quest her parents
tasked her with. Eri is the heir apparent, but must complete her trial before she can claim the throne. On their journey, the two

encounter Pan -- Eri’s long-estranged brother. After dismissing him initially, Eri and Lex being to wonder about his intentions as
they try to parse his riddles.
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Title: Blackfaun
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Wild Guess Software
Publisher:
Wild Guess Software
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 400 or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Oh. My. Gawd.
Beautiful graphics combined with stuttering execution with an overall Way Too Short game means that I can neither
recommend nor Not recommend this game. The puzzles, as few as were found, were well done, but there's a serious lack of
power utilization as a whole. The toughest puzzle of the set was trying to figure out which of 3 available powers will allow you
to pass a bug who is trying to kill you. (Hint: Bridge isn't much use here.)
Phenomenal potential (think Portal 1&2) and even higher expectations, but the game was over before it even scratched through
the surface. Don't get me wrong. It DID scratch the surface, but after only 51 minutes of playing, I felt like I had been dining on
sizzle instead of steak. Albeit very good sizzle. {Insert stomach grumbling}

Note: Forced to choose, so I decided on Recommend. It IS worth a shot.. The positives are this game has a nice protagonist and
nice girls to date. Unlike many of these vn's he is not a fool. There is no♥♥♥♥♥♥or violence or bullying so that is a positive.
The only real negative is the mosaic. I don't support censorship and would not have bought it if I had realized. On a minor note
the magic element was a bit silly. Remember "True Blood" the television show where eventually the normal humans were a
minority? I was getting the same feeling here. And people can steal magic when it is good for the plot but apparently not later
when it could avert a disaster? So without being a spoiler I would say the magic didn't work for me.. It's been nearly a decade
since Paizo took the reins of DnD 3.5 ED and created Pathfinder. If you like it, you've probably liked it for a while, and if you
didn't like it then, you most likely don't play the system now. Why is that relevant? Because the content here is, nothing more
or less, the Core Rules for that system.

Pathfinder itself is covered (at least in its rules) by the Open Gaming License, so literally every single rule in this DLC
can be obtained from various web resources. This, and the fact that a recent update to FG added a ton of native
support for Pathfidner (stuff like being able to drag\/drop classes, having Hit Points be integrated into the class\/race
system ect...) could make it seem like the DLC is redundent at best, and a whopping $50 re-skin of the FG interface at
worst.

 So why do I recommend it?

 The native support for the Pathfinder system is well done. I've ran one-off games with PC's unfamiliar with PF
both with and without the Core Rules DLC. Without this DLC the players have to constantly ask questions, look
up things on a Source Reference Document, or simply 'wing it'. With this DLC the players have easy access to
the Character Creation section of the core rules. With the ability to drag their classes\/races and have the
abilities of those selections automatically be entered into the character.

 The Core Rulebook itself is included. While the warning on the bottom of the page says the product "isn't a
pdf" this isn't entirely true. In the module is an effective PDF of the core rule book, that's searchable and
shareable with your players. This coupled with the discount Paizo is giving off the DLC pack if you already own
the PDF or vice-versa is pretty sweet.

 The theme is impecable. I don't know if it's worth $50, but my lord does it look better than the vanilla nonsense
that comes with FG.

 I enjoy that they created Portraits out of the pictures found in the Core Rule Book. It wasn't something that
Paizo at all had to do, yet the included it anyway. One caveat to all this is that the purchase won't necessarily
solve all of your woes as a GM within PF. There are still spells that your players will run across which wont be
parsed properly, or effects you have to add yourself. With a system as "complicated" as Pathfinder though, the 
 automation included in the package is a giant step forward . Best Python IDE Ever!. Horrible performance on
Mac!

Lags all the time, even on 800x600\/Low quality, playing is almost impossible. Cannot exit the game without
forcing quit. (Snow Leopard). Total waste of money,

Otherwise nice and horrifying atmosphere, experimental gameplay. Shame I can't play it.. Turtle Odyssey is one
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game that I really would recommend to people who want a fun but challenging game. In this game you play as a
turtle who at first gets his shell taken from him. But then he finds out that something much bigger is at stake
and from here you must travel across different types of terrain, fight 4 unique bosses, and all at the same time.
DIE A LOT! I MEAN A LOT! This game will present you with many different types of traps that will trick you
and treasures that will be hidden throughout the maps. As of enemies you will face anything from bullet
shooting fish like creatures to really wierd sounding sea urchins.

Even though this game if fairly long I kind of wish that it was a bit longer and that there was a new setting for
each map instead of having the same four maps repeat eachother twice well the only difference the second time
is that it is a bit harder.

Overall I would give this game a 4\/5 since it is a great game but I wish it was a bit longer and I also wish that
the maps didn't repeat.. Wanna play this game? It looks fairly neat for $8. How would you like to spend 5+
minutes looking for an opponent, only for the game to close down instead. Really is a blast to look at the dps of
the various \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 ships that you don't ever get to use. Bad game for baddies..
This is an awesome game. It has beautiful graphics, and some awesome vehicles. But, it hasn't been updated in
like half a year. I think that if the developers would start adding more it would be a hit, but there is no real story
and once you finish all the races (A real chalenge), there's not much to do. I liked it, but it needs more gameplay
for me to really love it. In reality, this is kinda a half and half thing, but I can't do that, so I have to give this a
thumbs down.
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A fantastic program for making maps for tabletop RPGs. As is, it is fantastic and flexible within its limitations. I have already
been exploring ways to create outdoor maps and do things probably never intended. So, if you put some thought into it, you can
probably get more out of the program than you might think.

That being said, I certainly hope my support hasn't been wasted and that development will continue. At this point, it's only been
a month and a half since the delay on an update was announced. It's not unusual for these things to happen. Hopefully, by the
time you're reading this review, these issues are long past (it's currently October of 2017).. A better game with a similar
Gameplay is the game 'Knights' here on steam.

However, this is fun as well, for only 1$ I don't mind the cheap tablet Port, it's an okay game, and perfects your knight Moves..
A valiant effort by a small development team, however, don't expect to jump in this game and start playing multiplayer
immedeately. To start off, the game forces you to do a terrible tutorial. Even though it does'nt last very long, its still incredibly
painful. Secondly, as far as I could tell, everyone who was playing the game at the time, including myself, had extreme difficulty
setting up multiplayer matches to play with friends. Games that emphasize co-op play should have match making capabilities
that are really easy to use. The frustration this brought myself and a friend was substantial. I bought the game on sale for about
$3.00, and I am not even sure if that's a fair price. The difficulties with the multiplayer alone are enough for me to not
recommend this game.. This game is hard. The price is perfect for it. 69 cents for two way enjoyment of 5 minutes of fun and
burning alive. Mmm. So Juicy.. quot;Poh!" Probably one of my favorite lines. This VN leaves you grinning from beginning to
end. I give it a near ten out of ten, it is so well-written. There is no skipping; no boring parts. You're left analyzing every line and
every picture as it usually leaves clues of what is to come. Haven't completed all the arcs, just know it is going to be a pretty
long time before I'm finished.

Well done!
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